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     Mark Taylor Design, the prestigious British manufacturer of superlative bespoke furniture, has launched MeThD, a unique custom kitchen experience, 
     designed to offer the quality, beauty and aftercare of bespoke with the affordability, speed of production and ease of installation of a custom range.

     MeThD incorporates Mark Taylor Design’s design elements borne out of over 20 years’ expertise curated to produce 3 custom kitchen ranges and an 
     innovative movable island, all of which are available with a number of bespoke adaptations and in standard or special paint colours. The Fenix Nanotech 
     Matt material finish we offer, for example, looks superior, prevents fingerprints and is extremely durable. 

    As well as ensuring that the designs and prices are accessible, MeThD has also been created to provide interior designers, homeowners and developers with a 
    fast, reliable and straightforward service. Once you’ve chosen your aesthetic, range style and design adaptations with our interior design team, 
    our expert kitchen designers will design your kitchen and agree your finishes and final costings with you. We will then manufacture your kitchen and have it 
    ready for delivery to site just eight weeks after you first commissioned it. Ease of installation is also key and it will be delivered to site ready assembled, with 
    fitting costs and a 12-month aftercare package included for extra peace of mind.
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Mark Taylor Design, the prestigious British manufacturer of superlative bespoke furniture for over 20 years has launched MeThD, 
a unique custom kitchen experience, designed to offer:

F  The quality beauty and aftercare of bespoke.

F  The affordability speed of production and ease of installation of a custom range.

MeThD incorporates Mark Taylor Design’s design elements curated to produce 4 custom kitchen ranges and an innovative movable 
island, all of which are available with a number of bespoke adaptations and in standard or special paint colours. The Fenix Nanotech 
Matt material finish for example, looks superior, prevents fingerprints and is extremely durable. 

As well as ensuring that the designs and prices are accessible, MeThD provides interior designers, homeowners and developers with  
a fast, reliable and straightforward service. Once you’ve chosen your aesthetic, range style and design adaptations with our interior  
design team, our expert kitchen designers will design your kitchen and agree your finishes and final costings with you. We will then 
manufacture your kitchen and have it ready for delivery just eight weeks after you first commissioned it, ready assembled, with fitting 
costs and a 12-month aftercare package included for extra peace of mind.



                        

    TRADITIONAL
	 		SHAKER-
									STYLE	
							KITCHEN
	
          Classic kitchens are synonymous with the 
     notion of bespoke design. So it made perfect 
     sense for us to create a kitchen range, that 
     would reflect a timeless, style.
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    As well as ensuring that the designs and prices are accessible, MeThD has also been created to provide interior designers, homeowners and developers with a 
    fast, reliable and straightforward service. Once you’ve chosen your aesthetic, range style and design adaptations with our interior design team, 
    our expert kitchen designers will design your kitchen and agree your finishes and final costings with you. We will then manufacture your kitchen and have it 
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Classic kitchens are synonymous with the      
notion of bespoke design, so it made perfect      
sense for us to create a timeless kitchen range.
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     Mark Taylor Design, the prestigious British manufacturer of superlative bespoke furniture, has launched MeThD, a unique custom kitchen experience, 
     designed to offer the quality, beauty and aftercare of bespoke with the affordability, speed of production and ease of installation of a custom range.

     MeThD incorporates Mark Taylor Design’s design elements borne out of over 20 years’ expertise curated to produce 3 custom kitchen ranges and an 
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We designed our new handleless kitchen  
range with chic and clutter-free living in mind. 
This carefully curated design with clean 
lines makes the perfect choice if space 
is at a premium. Our handleless kitchen  
consists of beautiful solid doors where 
finger marks will be a thing of the past.   
Recessed finger gaps means touch-free door 
fronts, and for young families, the design 
makes it harder for young children to open  
the doors.

MODERN  
HANDLELESS 

KITCHEN
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     Mark Taylor Design, the prestigious British manufacturer of superlative bespoke furniture, has launched MeThD, a unique custom kitchen experience, 
     designed to offer the quality, beauty and aftercare of bespoke with the affordability, speed of production and ease of installation of a custom range.

     MeThD incorporates Mark Taylor Design’s design elements borne out of over 20 years’ expertise curated to produce 3 custom kitchen ranges and an 
     innovative movable island, all of which are available with a number of bespoke adaptations and in standard or special paint colours. The Fenix Nanotech 
     Matt material finish we offer, for example, looks superior, prevents fingerprints and is extremely durable. 

    As well as ensuring that the designs and prices are accessible, MeThD has also been created to provide interior designers, homeowners and developers with a 
    fast, reliable and straightforward service. Once you’ve chosen your aesthetic, range style and design adaptations with our interior design team, 
    our expert kitchen designers will design your kitchen and agree your finishes and final costings with you. We will then manufacture your kitchen and have it 
    ready for delivery to site just eight weeks after you first commissioned it. Ease of installation is also key and it will be delivered to site ready assembled, with 
    fitting costs and a 12-month aftercare package included for extra peace of mind.
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     Mark Taylor Design, the prestigious British manufacturer of superlative bespoke furniture, has launched MeThD, a unique custom kitchen experience, 
     designed to offer the quality, beauty and aftercare of bespoke with the affordability, speed of production and ease of installation of a custom range.

     MeThD incorporates Mark Taylor Design’s design elements borne out of over 20 years’ expertise curated to produce 3 custom kitchen ranges and an 
     innovative movable island, all of which are available with a number of bespoke adaptations and in standard or special paint colours. The Fenix Nanotech 
     Matt material finish we offer, for example, looks superior, prevents fingerprints and is extremely durable. 

    As well as ensuring that the designs and prices are accessible, MeThD has also been created to provide interior designers, homeowners and developers with a 
    fast, reliable and straightforward service. Once you’ve chosen your aesthetic, range style and design adaptations with our interior design team, 
    our expert kitchen designers will design your kitchen and agree your finishes and final costings with you. We will then manufacture your kitchen and have it 
    ready for delivery to site just eight weeks after you first commissioned it. Ease of installation is also key and it will be delivered to site ready assembled, with 
    fitting costs and a 12-month aftercare package included for extra peace of mind.
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     Mark Taylor Design, the prestigious British manufacturer of superlative bespoke furniture, has launched MeThD, a unique custom kitchen experience, 
     designed to offer the quality, beauty and aftercare of bespoke with the affordability, speed of production and ease of installation of a custom range.

     MeThD incorporates Mark Taylor Design’s design elements borne out of over 20 years’ expertise curated to produce 3 custom kitchen ranges and an 
     innovative movable island, all of which are available with a number of bespoke adaptations and in standard or special paint colours. The Fenix Nanotech 
     Matt material finish we offer, for example, looks superior, prevents fingerprints and is extremely durable. 

    As well as ensuring that the designs and prices are accessible, MeThD has also been created to provide interior designers, homeowners and developers with a 
    fast, reliable and straightforward service. Once you’ve chosen your aesthetic, range style and design adaptations with our interior design team, 
    our expert kitchen designers will design your kitchen and agree your finishes and final costings with you. We will then manufacture your kitchen and have it 
    ready for delivery to site just eight weeks after you first commissioned it. Ease of installation is also key and it will be delivered to site ready assembled, with 
    fitting costs and a 12-month aftercare package included for extra peace of mind.
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Our Skinny Shaker-style kitchen features  
a beautifully modern take on a shaker-style 
door, with low profile shaker elements  
creating a spacious and refreshing look.  
For this kitchen we also designed a bespoke 
movable island in limed tulipwood.
 
Bespoke adaptations are available with all 
our MeThD kitchens.
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     Mark Taylor Design, the prestigious British manufacturer of superlative bespoke furniture, has launched MeThD, a unique custom kitchen experience, 
     designed to offer the quality, beauty and aftercare of bespoke with the affordability, speed of production and ease of installation of a custom range.

     MeThD incorporates Mark Taylor Design’s design elements borne out of over 20 years’ expertise curated to produce 3 custom kitchen ranges and an 
     innovative movable island, all of which are available with a number of bespoke adaptations and in standard or special paint colours. The Fenix Nanotech 
     Matt material finish we offer, for example, looks superior, prevents fingerprints and is extremely durable. 

    As well as ensuring that the designs and prices are accessible, MeThD has also been created to provide interior designers, homeowners and developers with a 
    fast, reliable and straightforward service. Once you’ve chosen your aesthetic, range style and design adaptations with our interior design team, 
    our expert kitchen designers will design your kitchen and agree your finishes and final costings with you. We will then manufacture your kitchen and have it 
    ready for delivery to site just eight weeks after you first commissioned it. Ease of installation is also key and it will be delivered to site ready assembled, with 
    fitting costs and a 12-month aftercare package included for extra peace of mind.
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     Mark Taylor Design, the prestigious British manufacturer of superlative bespoke furniture, has launched MeThD, a unique custom kitchen experience, 
     designed to offer the quality, beauty and aftercare of bespoke with the affordability, speed of production and ease of installation of a custom range.

     MeThD incorporates Mark Taylor Design’s design elements borne out of over 20 years’ expertise curated to produce 3 custom kitchen ranges and an 
     innovative movable island, all of which are available with a number of bespoke adaptations and in standard or special paint colours. The Fenix Nanotech 
     Matt material finish we offer, for example, looks superior, prevents fingerprints and is extremely durable. 

    As well as ensuring that the designs and prices are accessible, MeThD has also been created to provide interior designers, homeowners and developers with a 
    fast, reliable and straightforward service. Once you’ve chosen your aesthetic, range style and design adaptations with our interior design team, 
    our expert kitchen designers will design your kitchen and agree your finishes and final costings with you. We will then manufacture your kitchen and have it 
    ready for delivery to site just eight weeks after you first commissioned it. Ease of installation is also key and it will be delivered to site ready assembled, with 
    fitting costs and a 12-month aftercare package included for extra peace of mind.
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This stylish, sleek kitchen range in our new    
collection allows you to choose cabinet  
handles or push-to-open latches - the choice 
is yours. You can create clean lines and 
a smooth finish with a push-to-open 
door. However, if you prefer handles, take 
your pick from bar, knob and decorative  
options. This way, you can add your own  
personal touch to create a distinctive and 
unique kitchen.
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     Mark Taylor Design, the prestigious British manufacturer of superlative bespoke furniture, has launched MeThD, a unique custom kitchen experience, 
     designed to offer the quality, beauty and aftercare of bespoke with the affordability, speed of production and ease of installation of a custom range.

     MeThD incorporates Mark Taylor Design’s design elements borne out of over 20 years’ expertise curated to produce 3 custom kitchen ranges and an 
     innovative movable island, all of which are available with a number of bespoke adaptations and in standard or special paint colours. The Fenix Nanotech 
     Matt material finish we offer, for example, looks superior, prevents fingerprints and is extremely durable. 

    As well as ensuring that the designs and prices are accessible, MeThD has also been created to provide interior designers, homeowners and developers with a 
    fast, reliable and straightforward service. Once you’ve chosen your aesthetic, range style and design adaptations with our interior design team, 
    our expert kitchen designers will design your kitchen and agree your finishes and final costings with you. We will then manufacture your kitchen and have it 
    ready for delivery to site just eight weeks after you first commissioned it. Ease of installation is also key and it will be delivered to site ready assembled, with 
    fitting costs and a 12-month aftercare package included for extra peace of mind.
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We designed this Overcoat Blue, lay-on door, handled MeThD kitchen for clients who were looking for a flexible, urban-style space  
with an island. They had requested plenty of space to cook and entertain. However, the couple wanted to create more space when 
needed either for entertaining larger groups of friends and for teaching yoga. We designed a customized mobile island unit and 
breakfast bar. It can be wheeled to one side or into the garden as an outdoor island if the weather is fine. We painted the cabinetry  
with a durable factory finish. MeThD copper door handles complete the look with a stylish 30mm Nuevo Calacatta Quartz worktop.  
We can also supply in-frame doors if preferred. 

We believe movable kitchen islands make perfect sense if you are looking for versatility in your kitchen. This creative design embraces 
changing needs for space in the hub of the home. Fixed island units tend to have a central location in the kitchen. Choosing the option 
of a piece of furniture on wheels provides you with ample ways in which to reconfigure your room’s layout, meaning your kitchen space 
can flex to suit your needs. 

A mobile island can work just as well if you benefit from a large, open-plan space. You can roll your movable island into place, perhaps 
in the living area, for serving drinks and nibbles when entertaining. 
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     Mark Taylor Design, the prestigious British manufacturer of superlative bespoke furniture, has launched MeThD, a unique custom kitchen experience, 
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If you’d like to discuss your upcoming project, our design team would love to hear from you.

We also offer a complete bespoke kitchen design and interior design service. 

You can get in touch with us via phone at 01628 486707 or via email: mtd@marktaylordesign.co.uk. 

More details on our MeThD collection and bespoke design can also be found on our website: www.marktaylordesign.co.uk
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Bespoke Furniture | Interior Design | Space Planning | Project Management | Lighting Design

Kitchens | Bedrooms | Bathrooms | Studies | Bars and more

01628 486707  |  www.marktaylordesign.co.uk

LOGO AS THE HERO OF THE BRAND, THE LOGO MUST BE PRESENT IN ALL MARK TAYLOR DESIGN COMMUNICATIONS. 
TO RETAIN ITS VALUE IT MUST BE CORRECTLY AND CONSISTENTLY USED. 

PMS 422U PMS 546U PMS 1585U PMS 7460U

SECONDARY COLOR

LOGO COLOR THE MARK TAYLOR DESIGN LOGO COLORS ARE PART OF THE PANTONE MATCHING SYSTEM. ALL PIECES PRODUCED 
SHOULD BE MATCHED AGAINST ACTUAL PMS CHIPS FOR CONSISTENT COLOR. 

MARK TAYLOR DESIGN
LOGO SPECIFICATIONS

KNOCKOUT LOGO A PREFERRED USE FOR THE MARK TAYLOR DESIGN LOGO IS WHITE ON THE MTD DARK BLUE.
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